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Abstract

An obesigenic environment is a potent force for promoting weight gain. However, not all people exposed to such an environment become

obese; some remain lean. This means that some people are susceptible to weight gain (in a weight-promoting environment) and others are resistant.

Identifying the characteristics of appetite control and food motivation in these two groups could throw light on the causes of weight gain and how

this can be either treated or prevented. We have investigated the issue experimentally by identifying people who habitually consume a high-fat diet

(greater than 43% fat energy). These individuals have been termed high-fat phenotypes. We have compared individuals, of the same age

(mean=37 years old) and gender (male), who have gained weight (BMI=34) or who have remained lean (BMI=22). The susceptible individuals

are characterised by a cluster of characteristics including a weak satiety response to fatty meals, a maintained preference for high-fat over low-

energy foods in the post-ingestive satiety period, a strong hedonic attraction to palatable foods and to eating, and high scores on the TFEQ factors

of Disinhibition and Hunger. The analysis of large databases suggests that this profile of factors contributes to an average daily positive energy

balance from food of approximately 0.5 MJ. This profile of characteristics helps to define the symptomatology of a thrifty phenotype.

D 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Background

A large number of factors have been shown to be associated

with high BMI or an increase in body weight. These include

factors associated with food itself, for example, high-energy

density, high-fat, portion size, sweet-fat combination, sugary

drinks, etc., and features of the food environment, for example,

eating in fast-food restaurants, food eaten outside the home,

snacking and TV viewing, and others. The obesigenic

environment is also characterised by abundant availability,

easy accessibility, and aggressive marketing of foods. Howev-

er, despite the potency of the obesigenic environment not all

people become obese; some remain lean. This means that some

people are susceptible to weight gain (in a weight-promoting

environment) and others are resistant. The premise underlying

this approach is that it is possible to characterise the psycho-
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biological variability (physiological signalling, metabolic

processes, psychological responsiveness, traits and states) to

identify factors which make some people susceptible to weight

gain (via appetite-regulating processes) and others resistant. It

follows from this that, in response to some environmental

trigger, there will not be a uniform response from all indi-

viduals. Instead, the response will be variable and will reflect

biological variability. Studying this variability can reveal

processes of individual weight regulation.

This argument is not weakened by the demonstrations that a

number of food-related manipulations concerning energy

density or portion size cause subjects to over-consume in

experimental settings. Despite the potency of the food environ-

ment manipulation, intrinsic signals do come into play so that

people do stop eating at a certain point. In addition, the strength

of these signals (and their operation upon eating behaviour)

varies from person to person. Therefore, individual variability is

still apparent in the amount consumed even during certain

carefully contrived experimental manipulations.
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Fig. 1 theoretically illustrates how the potential for weight

gain is expressed in an obesigenic environment, but obscured

in a restrictive environment [1]. The plethora of opportunities

for consumption (and over-consumption) in an obesigenic

environment allow the variable strengths of genetic (biological)

dispositions to be readily disclosed.

2. Risk factors for weight gain—via appetite

Most researchers do not have any trouble accepting the idea

that the state of a person’smetabolism constitutes amajor risk for

developing weight gain and becoming obese. However, as

obesity develops, metabolic characteristics change so that the

state of obesity itself is associated with a different metabolic

profile to that accompanying the process of weight gain. This

makes it important to do longitudinal studies (whilst weight is

increasing) as well as cross-sectional studies (comparing lean

and obese subjects). Recently, Ravussin and Kozak [2] have

drawn attention to this issue and have outlined those metabolic

and physiological factors associated with weight gain and

following the attainment of the obese state.

The tendency to gain weight is associated with a low basal

metabolic rate, low energy cost of physical activity, a low

capacity for fat oxidation (relatively high respiratory quotient—

RQ), high insulin sensitivity, low sympathetic nervous system

activity and a low plasma leptin concentration. In the state of

obesity itself, many of these risk factors (or predictors of weight

gain) are reversed.

Just as certain metabolic variables (risk factors) can lead to a

positive energy balance, we can envisage certain behaviourally

mediated processes which themselves constitute the risk factors

leading to hyperphagia or Fover-consumption_ (high-energy

intake leading to a positive energy balance). These processes

may be patterns of eating behaviour, the sensory or hedonic

events which guide behaviour, or sensations which accompany

or follow eating. For convenience, this cluster of events can be

referred to as behavioural risk factors. These events may include

a preference for fatty foods, weakened satiation (end of meal

signals), relatively weak satiety (post-ingestive inhibition over

further eating), strong oro-sensory preferences (e.g., for sweet-

ness combined with fattiness in foods), a binge potential, and a
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Fig. 1. Potential effects of genetic background (obesity disposition) in

individuals defined as resistant or prone, in a restrictive or Fobesigenic_
environment. After Ravussin and Kozak [2].
high food-induced pleasure response. In turn, these events may

be sub-divided to describe more specific components leading to

a risk of over-consumption.

These behavioural risk factors can be regarded as biological

dispositions which create vulnerability for weight gain and which

manifest themselves through behavioural acts themselves, or

through physiological processes which promote or permit

changes in behaviour. This conceptualisation is set out in Table 1.

However, such risk factors alone would be unlikely to lead to

a positive energy balance in a benign environment; that is, one in

which the food supply and the cultural habits worked against

excessive consumption. In most of today’s societies, however,

the food environment exploits biologically based dispositions

and this promotes the attainment of a high-energy intake.

3. Components of susceptibility

The notion that some people are more susceptible to weight

gain than others is a truism. The issue is how to characterise the

features of susceptibility and then, to decide how these features

can be used to deal with the epidemic of obesity. Susceptibility

can be identified at various levels—genetic, physiologic and

metabolic, behavioural and psychological. Identifying specific

genes or allelic variations that are associated with obesity or

bodyweight gain is alreadywell advanced [3,4]. A small number

of single gene mutations have been identified that can lead to

obesity. The most common is the mutation of the MC4-R which

may account for about 4% of adult obesity [5]. However, it is

widely agreed that obesity in most people is under polygenic

influence. Both linkage studies and candidate gene approaches

have identified a large number of genes whose variants are more

strongly associated with obese individuals than with lean people.

However, it is clearly likely that the spectrum of Fobesity-
related_ genes will vary among individuals so that not all people

have the some profile of genetic susceptibility. Equally, the same

degree of susceptibility to obesity may be conferred by different

profiles of allelic variation in a variable number of genes.

However, under these circumstances, the characteristics of

susceptibility should be qualitatively different. This issue draws

attention to the obvious fact that there are many routes to obesity,

and that people gaining weight carry with them a variable array

of susceptibility factors.

A second level of susceptibility–which has implications for

the control of eating in response to diet– is the central

neurochemical and the peripheral physiological mechanisms that

are involved in homeostatic and hedonic processes. Differences in

the release or sustained levels of biologically important molecules

such as insulin, cholecystokinin (CCK), glucagon-like-peptide

(GLP-1), peptide YY (P-YY), leptin, adiponectin and ghrelin

have all been proposed to have a potential role in the control of

physiological processes of satiation or satiety, or in the

behavioural end points of meal size or meal frequency [6,7].

Consequently, susceptibility to overeating (poor control of

satiation or satiety) is widely believed to be conferred by variable

levels in plasma or at target sites of a number of peripheral

signalling molecules. Biological variability among individuals

and different profiles of signalling molecules will automatically



Table 1

Postulated interactions between specific behavioural risk factors and identified features of the obesigenic environment which generate a tendency for over-consumption

Biological vulnerability

(behavioural risk factor)

Environmental influence Potential for over-consumption

Preference for fatty foods Abundance of high-fat food (high-energy dense) j Fat intake

Weak satiation (end of meal signals) Large portion sizes j Meal size

Oro-sensory responsiveness Availability of highly palatable foods with specific sensory-nutrient combinations j Amount eaten

j Frequency of eating

Weak post-ingestive satiety Easy accessibility to foods and presence of potent priming stimuli j Frequency of eating

j Tendency to re-initiate eating

Modified from Blundell and Cooling [23].
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confer the capacity for strong or weak control of satiety in

response to specific nutritional inputs. These peptides are often

referred to as biomarkers of satiation and satiety [8].

Currently, most information concerning the physiology of

satiety in humans relates to the peripheral system—for obvious

reasons. However, extrapolation from animal studies, together

with some evidence from genetic mutations, strongly suggests a

matrix of signals in the human brain that organize the

homeostatic processes controlling the excitation or inhibition

of eating [7,9].

Although homeostasis is the predominant conceptual posi-

tion for studying the control of food intake, in recent years there

has been considerable interest in hedonic processes. This has

given rise to comparisons between homeostatic and hedonic

systems [10] and to a questioning of the relative potency of

homeostatic and hedonic risk factors for over-consumption

[11,12]. Indeed it has been argued that the ubiquitous presence of

highly palatable food in the environment could chronically

activate the hedonic system which, in the absence of any distinct

homeostatic need, would promote consumption and weight gain

[13]. In the homeostatic approach to appetite control, the

emphasis is on processes subserving hunger and fullness, in

which drives, arising from biological needs, are balanced by

physiological satiety signalling systems. The hedonic compo-

nent of eating is commonly regarded as the feeling of pleasure

that is associated with eating. However, it is more complicated

than this and involves the concepts of incentive value and reward

value of foods. The dual system of Fliking_ and Fwanting_ [14] –
which has an identity in separate neural systems–has been

referred to as the major driving force for ingestion [15], and the

reward can override the metabolic regulatory system. A

biological substrate mediating hedonic processes has also been

investigated and includes a largely separate set of brain

neurotransmitters including glutamate, opioids, endocannabi-

noid and dopamine pathways and associated receptor systems.

Together, these circuits are probably responsible for the

biological basis of processes such as wanting and liking that

are associated with the selection and consumption of foods [14].

One immediate question concerns the extent to which the

homeostatic and hedonic components are responsible for the

development of weight gain and obesity. Are individuals who

are susceptible to weight gain characterised by defects in satiety

signalling and chronic high levels of hunger? Or are they

characterised by an overwhelming hyper-responsivity to the

perceived pleasantness of foods? Pharmacological evidence

suggests that the substrates are rather separate. For example, in
obese subjects, administration of the serotonin drug d-fenflur-

amine [16] suppressed the sensation of hunger and had no effect

on the appreciation of the pleasantness of food. Conversely,

nalmafene, an opioid agonist, reduced the rated pleasantness of

palatable foods but had no effect on hunger [17].

A third level of susceptibility relates to behavioural and

psychological characteristics. The model depicted in Table 1

related these characteristics to underlying biological vulnerabil-

ity, but the behavioural and psychological features can be

defined separately. One fundamental behavioural feature is the

pattern of eating defined by the distribution of eating episodes

across the day, and the types of foods selected for consumption.

It can probably be agreed that individuals susceptible to weight

gain could be characterised by large eating episodes (big meal

sizes), by more frequent eating episodes (meals plus snacks) or

by preferential selection of high-fat or high-energy density foods

(or combinations of all of these). Together, these features would

inevitably lead to a high daily energy intake, which, if not

compensated for by an adjustment in some other component of

energy balance system, would lead to a positive energy balance

and weight gain. In principle, it should be possible to describe

the behavioural patterns and food choice profiles of susceptible

or resistant individuals to identify differences. However, given

the difficulty of obtaining valid data under free-living conditions

(e.g., [18]), the expression of behaviour or food choice is more

frequently sampled under laboratory conditions. The data

captured under these circumstances is normally accurate and

precise, but it is clearly not natural. This means that the

measurements of behavioural susceptibility will normally reflect

a compromise between naturalness and precision. Of course,

under laboratory conditions, it is usually possible to experimen-

tally interrogate the system to provide instances of the strength of

compensation to over- or under-feeding, the potency of carefully

monitored post-ingestive processes, or the interaction between

homeostatic ad hedonic influences.

3.1. States and traits

It is well recognized that the behavioural acts of eating and

food selection are usually accompanied by subjective states

which, some people argue, actually cause the behaviour. For

example, a strong perceived hunger may lead to rapid onset of

eating and a large meal size. However, in considering the

psychological aspects of eating motivation, it is theoretically

appropriate to distinguish between states and traits. In this

context, states can be identified as those sensations such as
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hunger, fullness and wanting that oscillate episodically and

which are primarily entrained with the pattern of eating. The

fluctuation of these states can be described by a certain

frequency, amplitude and rhythmicity as exemplified by the

diurnal profile of hunger. In contrast, traits represent more

enduring and resilient influences on behaviour and do not

fluctuate within a day or on a day-to-day basis. Such traits can be

identified, for example, by the factors revealed by the Three-

Factor Eating Questionnaire (TFEQ) [19]. These traits have a

tonic, rather than episodic, form of expression and they influence

the tendency to eat or to select foods on a habitual long-term

basis. States and traits, therefore, influence consumption in

different ways and through different processes. When investi-

gating the characteristics of susceptibility and resistance, it is

therefore necessary for the methodology to incorporate mea-

surements of both states and traits.

3.2. Appetite and energy balance

It is clear that factors associated with susceptibility and

resistance do not reside solely in the domain of energy intake. A

consideration of the energy balance concept readily illustrates

how a tendency to gain weight could arise from a relatively low

metabolic rate, weak thermogenic response to food, or a

considerably reduced level of volitional physical activity arising

from a low frequency of active behaviours or a preponderance of

time spent in sedentary activities. Indeed, the concept of a

generally conservative physiology–arising from a specific

genetic profile–would imply that susceptibility to weight gain

would entail both a tendency to conserve energy (through

metabolic or behavioural processes), and a tendency to enhance

energy intake. This argument follows the lines of the thrifty

genotype concept [20]. It is worth keeping in mind that, whereas

energy expenditure involves a variable proportion of behaviour

(say 10–60% depending on the amount of physical activity

undertaken), energy intake is 100% behaviour. Given these

figures, it is clear that the expression of behaviour constitutes a

major vehicle for susceptibility or resistance to weight gain.

4. Functional phenotype approach

There exist many mechanisms through which an individual

could gain weight and become obese. As noted above, this

diversity is reflected at the level of analysis of genetics, central

and peripheral physiology, and the behavioural and psycholog-

ical profile. It is also clear that a great number of environmental

features can exploit intrinsic risk factors (see Table 1) to induce

susceptibility. In recent years, dietary features, such as high-

energy dense foods, high-fat, high-carbohydrate, high-GI, high

intake of sweet beverages, high-sucrose, high-fructose corn

syrup and highly palatable foods, plus various combinations of

these, have been proposed as causal agents provoking suscep-

tibility to weight gain. Consequently, in studying susceptibility,

the unfettered operation of a plethora of dietary variables could

easily occlude the disclosure of key factors. Therefore, in order

to reduce the complexity of this nutritional environment, and to

allow non-nutrient related features of susceptibility to be more
easily identified, we have worked with individuals defined

according to their habitual consumption of a particular type of

diet. Such individuals have been called phenotypes.

In principle, a number of behavioural phenotypes could be

defined based on taste preferences, patterns of eating, or

motivational responses [21]. Because of the importance of

dietary fat to energy balance and body weight regulation [22],

researchers have paid attention to the habitual consumption of

high-fat or low-fat foods. These have now been well defined and

can be termed phenotypes [23]. The phenotype is defined by a

particular pattern of behaviour characterised by the selection of

high-fat or low-fat food items.

4.1. The use of behavioural (dietary) phenotypes

The approach described here is based on the identification of

behavioural phenotypes. A phenotype is normally defined as a

stable cluster of measurable characteristics that separate one

Ftype_ from another. This Ftype_ is classically regarded as the

consequences of a particular genotype. The approach therefore

lends itself to the development of taxonomy of unambiguously

defined Ftypes_; it is therefore a typology. In principle, a

number of phenotypes could be defined based on objective or

subjective aspects of appetite control. The approach favoured

here emphasises behaviour since, in principle, this can be

defined more rigorously and unambiguously than attitudes or

subjective perceptions.

The power of this approach resides in the capacity to make

clear distinctions among different phenotypes—that is, among

groups of individuals with contrasting and habitual patterns of

food selection. In turn the term selection is defined rigorously by

reference to foods which are actually consumed. These

phenotypes can be distinguished according to habitual dietary

intakes (of foods which have been Fselected_).

4.2. High- and low-fat phenotypes

High- (HF) and low-fat (LF) phenotypes are classified

according to the type of diet habitually consumed; measured

by a Food Frequency Questionnaire (FFQ) and diary record,

and with under-reporters excluded. The records indicate that

these groups habitually consume different types of foods and

display different patterns of eating [24]. The research strategy

is designed to allow individuals characterised in a population

by their macronutrient intakes to be tracked so that their

particular food choices and consumption of specific foods can

be identified.

In principle, phenotypes can be identified independently of

age or sex. However, in a first series of studies, the character-

istics of young adult males have been examined.When subjected

to energy and macronutrient challenges in order to evaluate the

responses of the appetite control system, clear differences

between the groups were demonstrated. Initially, HF displayed

higher initial hunger levels, with a much sharper decline in

hunger in response to meals or nutrient loads [25]. After eating,

hunger recovered more rapidly in HF compared with LF. In

addition, the size of a test meal consumed was closely related to
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Fig. 2. Frequency distribution of BMI for habitual high-fat consumers

(phenotypes) defined by the absolute daily amount of fat consumed [24].
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the suppression of hunger in HF; in contrast, the appetite

response system in LF appeared to be somewhat insensitive and

damped. This relationship between habitual fat intake and

hunger is reminiscent of a previous finding. French et al. [26]

found that during 2 weeks of high-fat overfeeding to normal-

weight subjects, which caused a significant gain in weight,

subjects displayed a progressive increase in hunger and a

decrease in fullness before a test meal. Taken together these

findings may indicate that eating a high-fat diet may facilitate

feelings of hunger.

A further feature of these behaviour studies was that HF and

LF differed in the control over meal size when offered an

unlimited range of either high-fat or high-carbohydrate foods.

HF consumed a similar weight of food on both diets, and

therefore took in a much higher amount of energy with the

high-fat (high-energy dense) foods. In contrast, LF consumed a

much smaller amount of the high-fat foods, and consequently

took in a similar amount of energy on both diets. These

findings suggest that signalling systems for meal termination

(satiation) and post-meal inhibition of appetite (satiety) operate

with differing strengths in HF and LF. This finding may not be

surprising in view of the fact that the gastrointestinal tract has

become adapted to dealing with quite different dietary

components, and this factor will have exerted a priming effect

on specific satiety signals.

The existence of distinctive profiles of appetite control in HF

and LF indicates different patterns of physiological responses to

food ingestion. The possibility of other physiological differences

was investigated using indirect calorimetry to measure BMR,

RQ and dietary-induced thermogenic responses to specific fat

and carbohydrate loads [27].

The results indicated that HF have a lower RQ than LF; this

finding confirmed that fat oxidation was higher in HF, as would

be expected due to the habitual high intake of fat-containing

foods. However, an unexpected finding was the significantly

higher BMR in HF than LF, together with different profiles of

Fthermogenic_ responses to the high-fat and high-carbohydrate

loads. A further important finding was that HF had higher

plasma leptin levels than LF [28] despite having similar levels of

body fat.

However, the notion of individuals with different BMRs is

consistent with the concept of Fenergy-sparing_ and Fenergy-
profligate_ individuals which has been used to describe two

distinct groups of women [29]. Interestingly, these two types of

individuals are associated with different habitual intakes, the

marginally nourished and the very well nourished. For years

some researchers in the field of obesity research havemaintained

the idea that individuals exist who are capable of consuming

prodigious amounts of food yet remain lean. It is possible,

therefore, that the HF and LF may constitute a useful

investigative approach for examining the relationship between

energy intake and energy utilisation [30].

5. Experimental approach

The functional phenotype approach, as applied here, is

designed to limit the number of possible variables that could
potentially influence susceptibility. Even restricting the study to

individuals habitually consuming a particular diet, the situation

remains complicated, but the dietary contribution to this

complexity is largely eliminated. In a comparison of high- and

low-fat phenotypes (individuals habitually consuming a 43% or

greater fat diet, or 32% or less fat diet), there was a greater

number of obese people (BMI>30) among the high-fat

phenotypes. However, a significant, and quite surprising, feature

of this study of fat intake, appetite and BMI [24] was the

distribution of BMIs among the high-fat phenotypes. The range

of BMI was 17–42 (after under-reporters had been excluded).

This indicated that, although habitual high-fat consumption was

associated with obesity (and probably constituted a risk factor

for weight gain), some individuals resisted weight gain and

remained lean (Fig. 2). This clearly indicates that the relationship

between weight gain and dietary fat does not constitute a

biological inevitability.

The design in our approach involves comparing individuals

from different ends of the distribution of BMI.

In our original use of the functional phenotype approach

[25,27], we compared people with quite different habitual diets

(high-fat vs. low-fat) but with very similar BMIs. Here, we have

compared individuals with very similar habitual diets (high-fat)

but with quite different BMIs.

In order to initiate the comparison we have analysed data

from very large surveys of nutrition and weight (e.g., [31]) in

order to provide fundamental information. Table 2 shows some

characteristics of individuals identified as habitual high-fat

consumers by dual criteria of a high absolute fat intake and a

high-energy percent of fat. These data can be regarded as

reasonably valid because low-energy reporters have been

excluded. The data for men and women show small groups

of individuals with very high habitual fat intakes but with

divergent BMIs—the susceptible individuals with BMIs of

31.2 (male) and 32.9 (female) and the resistant with BMIs of

23.3 and 21.5, respectively. The average percent fat intakes

were about 45% and the absolute fat intakes about 160 g and

115 g for men and women, respectively. Given this similarity in

habitual fat intakes, why are some of these individuals lean and

others obese? One clue is apparent in the average daily energy

intakes, which indicate that the susceptible appear to be eating

approximately 0.5 MJ of food energy per day more than the

resistant subjects. Using an approximate formulation for



Table 2

Data from the dietary and nutritional survey of British adults (1986–1987) for 2188 adults completing 7-day weighed food intakes

Phenotype n Prevalence (% of data set) BMI (kg/m2) Energy intake (MJ/day) Fat intake (g/day) Fat intake (% energy)

Resistant male 18 0.8 23.3 (1.5) 12.8 (1.7) 156 (19.6) 45.0 (2.0)

Susceptible male 7 0.3 31.2 (3.2) 13.2 (1.3) 162 (19.7) 44.9 (2.0)

Resistant female 39 1.8 21.5 (1.9) 9.0 (1.0) 112 (11.7) 45.7 (2.8)

Susceptible female 10 0.5 32.9 (5.7) 9.5 (1.1) 115 (8.9) 44.8 (4.1)

Subjects identified as mis-reporters (EI/BMR ratio <1.3) have been excluded. The subjects were classified according to a dual criterion of % fat consumed and also

the absolute weight of fat. Male high-fat consumers: >43% fat and >120 g/day; female high-fat consumers: >43% fat and >85 g/day. DIO-R=resistant subjects,

DIO-S=susceptible subjects. Values in parentheses represent means (S.E.).
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relating energy intake to weight gain, this difference if

maintained every day would amount to a weight gain of

approximately 12 lbs or 5 kg per year. In turn, if this was

maintained for a period of 6 to 7 years (and not compensated

for by changes in other parts of the energy balance system), it

could account for the difference in BMIs observed. If this

interpretation is correct, the question to be posed is: what

mechanisms account for the elevation of daily energy intake

(by approx. 125 kcal) in the susceptible people compared with

the resistant? Of course, it has to be considered that the

differences observed in the BMIs of resistant and susceptible

people may have been achieved via differences in energy

expenditure; the differences in estimated energy intake may

reflect the energy requirements for weight maintenance.

6. Dual assessment: laboratory and natural environment

The methodology was based on two different procedures—

termed probe days and free-living days. In the probe days,

subjects were intensively investigated within the laboratory,

during which time they received test meal challenges during

full-day exposures to either high-fat or low-fat foods, com-

pleted profiles of ratings for hunger, fullness and other

sensations, performed food preference and forced-choice food

selection tests and made hedonic ratings of foods consumed.

The food preference checklist has previously been shown to be

sensitive to the effects of interventions on choice of specific

food categories. The logic underlying this strategy was to

detect any differences between susceptible and resistant

individuals in the strength of satiation or in post-ingestive

satiety to high-fat or high-carbohydrate (low-fat) foods (with

weight and energy density held constant). The tools were also

designed to reveal differences in hedonic responsiveness to

high-fat and low-fat foods, and in the intensity of liking and

wanting to foods in general.

Indirect calorimetry was also used to determine RMR, RQ

and other parameters related to energy expenditure and fuel

utilisation. Certain cohorts of subjects also underwent structured

interviews on matters relating to eating and food choice. The

transcripts of the interviews were subsequently subjected to

content analysis to reveal the major themes used by susceptible

and resistant individuals when describing their own eating

habits. A number of questionnaires including TFEQ [19], DEBQ

[32] and EAT-26 [33] were administered in order to disclose

underlying traits and symptoms characterising eating activities

and the motivation to eat.
On free-living days, subjects recorded all foods consumed in

structured diaries following intensive instruction from the study

dietician. Daily profiles of hunger, fullness and the other

sensations were captured through periodic ratings using the

EARS—an electronic data capture device for visual analogue

ratings [34,35]. The intention behind the dual assessment

methodology was to assess behavioural processes related to risk

factors for over-consumption in the laboratory and under more

natural free-living conditions. The approach was also designed

to investigate differences between susceptible and resistant

individuals in both homeostatic (hunger and satiety responses)

and hedonic components of eating. An important further feature

was to reveal any differences in states and traits related to food

intake control and the potential for over-consumption.

All subjects studied were assessed as habitual high-fat

consumers using the tools of FFQ, DINE and SFQ (see [25])

–all designed to yield an estimate of fat intake–and subsequent-

ly by monitored food diary recording. The identity of high-fat

consumers was based on the percent fat in the diet and the total

weight of fat eaten. All subjects were male and the mean ages of

susceptible and resistant subjects were very similar. This

matching for age was essential in order to ensure a similar

length of exposure to the high-fat diet over time. Susceptible and

resistant subjects were classified based on BMI, with mean

values of 34.0 and 22.3, respectively.

7. Experimental outputs

The results of the investigation indicate that four or more

characteristic features could account for an elevated energy

intake in susceptible people. First, the probe day nutritional

challenges indicated a specific post-ingestive response to high-

fat, but not to low-fat, challenges in susceptible people.

Although susceptible subjects had higher daily energy intakes

than resistant for both high-fat and low-fat probe days (expected

because of the greater body weight of susceptible subjects), the

high-fat foods brought about a significantly weaker suppression

of hunger in the post-ingestive period, and this occurred

although the high- and low-fat meals were matched for energy,

weight and energy density. The individual subject profiles for the

high-fat and low-fat challenge meals are shown in Fig. 3.

This weak effect was specific to the high-fat days and it did

not occur during the low-fat probe days and it did not occur in

resistant individuals. This may have been one reason why

susceptible people consumed much larger amounts of food

during the evening snacking period (data not shown).
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susceptible to weight gain (difference between conditions significant at p <0.05).
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A second difference in the post-ingestive response was

reflected in the pattern of hedonic preferences measured by the

food preference checklists. Characteristically, subjects reliably

demonstrate a preference for high-protein and high-fat foods

when hungry (before a meal), with a shift in preference for low-

energy items when satiated (immediately after a meal). This

pattern was clearly shown by the resistant subjects. However, as

shown in Fig. 4, the susceptible individuals retained a preference

for high-energy (high-fat) foods over low-energy foods in the

post-ingestive satiated state.

A third difference between the susceptible and resistant

subjects was clearly observed in the analysis of the TFEQ data.

Although the two groups showed almost identical scores on
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Fig. 4. Frequency of responses on the food preference checklist, before (dark

columns) and after (light columns) the high- or low-fat test meals for foods high

in protein, carbohydrate and fat, and for low-energy foods in habitual high-fat

consumers. Top panel: resistant subjects; bottom panel: susceptible subjects.

For the resistant group, in the post-ingestive state following the meal, there is a

decrease in preference for protein, fat and carbohydrate foods and an increase in

preference for low-energy foods. In the post-meal state, the most preferred

foods are low energy. The susceptible group does not show an increase in

preference for low-energy foods after the meal at which time the most preferred

foods are high-fat.
the Restraint factor, the susceptible group had much higher

average scores for the factors of Disinhibition and Hunger

[36]. There has been some discussion over whether or not

these two factors constitute separate dimensions or whether

they form components of one super-factor [37]. However, high

scores represent a strong underlying readiness to eat in

response to environmental triggers coupled with a noticeable

level of hunger. This creates what we have referred to as

opportunistic eating. This is clearly demonstrated by the

susceptible but not the resistant subjects (Table 3).

A fourth difference was observed in the analysis of the

qualitative reports of subjects when they described their own

subjective feelings about their own appetites, food preferences

and sensations that motivated them to eat. The difference

related to the general hedonic responsiveness to foods and the

intensity of the experienced sensations. Although both groups

of subjects prioritized taste and enjoyment of food over

concerns about health, and the enjoyment of high-fat foods,

the resistant people did report that they could eat whatever they

wanted to without gaining weight. Indeed some of the resistant

individuals stated that they were actually trying to gain weight

[38] In contrast the susceptible subjects had even stronger

sensations of enjoyment related to food selection, and

specifically to tastiness. Enjoyment was strongly associated

with the taste of food. Strong descriptors were often used

to characterise the desire for taste including statements such as

FI just love these. . ._ or FI just go crazy for . . ._. Also reported

was the enjoyment derived from eating large amounts of food

and subjects admitted eating larger quantities. This feature was

also apparent from the objective data collected from the probe

day test meals. Whereas the resistant subjects reported that

they ate less with a dysphoric mood, susceptible people said

they ate more when depressed or worried [39].
Table 3

Average TFEQ scores for age-matched male resistant and susceptible subjects

eating a habitual high-fat diet (>43% fat)

TFEQ factor Resistant Susceptible t-Test

Restraint 4.3 4.3 NS

Disinhibition 3.1 8.8 p <0.01

Hunger 4.1 7.4 p <0.01
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8. Summary

Taken together the various measurable outputs from this

experimental approach have identified clear differences between

the susceptible and resistant subjects. These differences are

apparent in both states and traits, and in the homeostatic and

hedonic influence over eating. The state differences are

interesting because they signify a weak post-ingestive satiety

response that is specific to fat intake. The careful monitoring of

peri-prandial sensations has indicated a suppression of hunger

(an index of the strength of satiety) following high-fat meals. It

can be speculated that this may be associated with lower levels of

putative peptide satiety signals such as CCK [40] or PYY [41],

both of which may be associated with fat intake. This type of

action is also reminiscent of differences in compensatory

sensations and behaviour in reduced-obese individuals [42].

Reduced-obese people have a tendency to re-gain weight and

therefore may be a model of the susceptible individuals studied

here. This weak satiety signalling response is an example of an

altered response within the homeostatic control of eating.

There was also a clear indication of differing influences of

hedonic responses to food. This has been illustrated previously

in the stronger preferences (degree of liking) expressed by

susceptible people for the high-fat foods they habitually

consume [38], and by the strong taste preferences for fat

demonstrated by some obese people [43]. Here the hedonic

responsiveness of the susceptible individuals was demonstrated

by the colourful and intense language used to describe the

enjoyment derived from foods and from the eating practices

itself. The compulsive nature of the strong desire for the tasting

of foodmay turn out to have a neurochemical basis [44]. Another

revealing feature of these qualitative reports was the revelation

that some resistant individuals are actually trying to gain weight.

These people appear to be examples of those individuals, often

cited but rarely described, who also appear to be able to eat

whatever they want without gaining weight. They may be

examples of individuals with a Fprofligate_ physiology [29],

although one feature of their behaviour is that they appear unable

to eat beyond a certain amount despite deriving great enjoyment

from food. This implies that the satiety signalling systems of

resistant individuals are functioning appropriately. The strong

inhibition of over-consumption (perhaps by a margin of 0.5 MJ/

day) is apparently sufficient to prevent a positive energy balance

and weight gain.

In contrast to the strong post-ingestive control in resistant

subjects, susceptible individuals display a fragile or vulnerable

post-ingestive state. This is characterised not only by a weak

satiety response to fat, but also by active maintained preference

for high-fat foods over low-energy foods. Consequently, the

immediate post-ingestive period is a risky time period for

susceptible individuals when they appear to be vulnerable to

inappropriate food choices (high-fat, high-energy). In other

words, they appear to be relatively insensitive to the effects of

sizeable energy loads. As noted by others, FWhat may determine

whether a particular individual becomes obese or not may relate

to the ability of that individual to sense and respond appropri-

ately to periods of positive energy balance_ [42, p, 253].
Along with the altered Fstates_ of the appetite profile in

susceptible people, their relationship with food is also char-

acterised by strong Ftraits_— namely Disinhibition and Hunger

measured by the TFEQ. In contrast to the episodic activity of

appetite states, these traits convey a tonic readiness to eat and

therefore confer an enduring and constant vulnerability to be

stimulated to eat. These traits are often associated with binge

eating and therefore render individuals prone to periods of over-

consumption [45]. There is an increasing body of evidence that

the trait of Disinhibition is linked to the tendency to gain weight

in various populations in the US [46] and the UK [47], and is also

associated with obesity in Canadian cohorts [48]. There is also

evidence that high Disinhibition scores are associated with

dietary relapse [49]. Given this accumulating weight of

evidence, it is not surprising that people showing susceptibility

to weight gain in the present study exhibited strong levels of the

traits of Disinhibition and Hunger.

The characteristics of individuals identified as susceptible to

weight gain forms a cluster of risk factors, each one of which

contributes a certain amount to the tendency to over-consuming

at formal eating episodes (scheduled meals) or in more

unorganized or informal environments. The characteristics

which include weak post-ingestive satiety, heightened hedonic

responsiveness and strong oro-sensory experiences map very

well onto the model of risk-factors set out in Table 1 (see early

part). The model therefore has empirical validation. It should

be kept in mind that we have emphasised here risk factors in

the field of appetite control, but it is clear that susceptible

individuals also display reduced energy expenditure [36] and

this can be taken into account when describing routes to obesity

[30]. Importantly, the identification of risk factors for over-

consumption that characterise individuals susceptible to weight

gain can be used to devise procedures–behavioural, psycho-

logical, nutritional or pharmacological–that can be employed

to combat specific features of vulnerability. The fact that

susceptibility to weight gain is characterised by a cluster of

homeostatic and hedonic risk factors suggests a generally

Fconservative_ biological substrate underlying these patterns.

This proposed genetic profile of allelic variation will map onto

a phenotypic profile of states and traits. It can be expected that

the features of susceptibility–genotypic and phenotypic–will

display considerable diversity. The characteristics of suscepti-

ble individuals disclosed here could define the profile of a

Fthrifty phenotype_.
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